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EAPN RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION ON
IMPLEMENTATION OF EPSR – SHORT SUMMARY.
Introduction
EAPN calls for a high-profile EPSR Action Plan proposing soft and hard law measures,
with a clear timetable at EU and national level, mapping progress towards obligatory
social rights that guarantee basic living standards for all EU residents. The Action Plan
should be launched at the planned Social Summit in Portugal in 2021 and include an EU
strategy to fight poverty as the overarching goal and framework for the Action Plan and
an ambitious poverty target.
Pre-conditions for the Action Plan
1. The EU must support short-term responses to COVID-19 and ensure they prevent
increases and lead to long-term reductions in poverty and inequality.
2. The strategy must be set within a coherent post 2020/Europe 2030 strategy and a
Social and Green Deal underpinning the exit strategies from COVID-19.
3. An EU integrated strategy to fight poverty must form the overarching goal and
framework for the Action Plan. This should be based on Active Inclusion refocused to
guarantee rights to adequate income (through quality jobs and/or income support) and
quality universal services for all groups.
4. This strategy must adopt an ambitious EU target to end poverty in all its forms
(SDG1), through a 50% target (AROPE) and an additional indicator/target to cover
extreme poverty including a concrete measurement of homelessness, based on the
ETHOS[1] framework.
5. The EU needs obligatory Social Rights! A starting point must be guaranteeing an
adequate income for all in the EU. This concretely means an EU Framework Directive to
guarantee adequate minimum income (adequate, accessible and enabling) and an EU
framework for minimum/living wages.
6. EU soft instruments must be ‘Social-Rights-and-poverty-proofed’: EAPN sees a clear
need to ‘socialise the European Semester’ and to effectively mobilise EU funds to
support social rights that reduce poverty, linked to the European Semester.
7. People must be put at the heart – empowering people to contribute to solutions,
holding governments to account – with obligatory guidelines in the European Semester,
in other EU and national decision-making processes.
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[1] See FEANTSA: www.feantsa.org
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Key points on 5 principles
Principle 14: Minimum Income
Hard law: EU Framework Directive to guarantee an adequate, accessible and enabling
Minimum Income), based on common definitions including adequacy linked to 60%
AROP threshold, underpinned by national reference budgets.
Soft instruments:
MI must be a key element of an integrated antipoverty strategy, based on integrated
Active Inclusion with increased, more effective CSRs.
Agreement of common definitions, and new research on transitions, take-up,
negative impacts of conditionality.
Increased financing of MI through greater and more progressive tax collection, with
targeted support from EU funds.
Principle 12: Social Protection.
Hard law: Support EU Framework Directive to guarantee access to social protection to
all regardless of employment status, following impact assessment of Council
Recommendation.
Soft instruments: Implement Council Recommendation prioritizing extension of
coverage, adequacy, regardless of employment status, monitored through the Semester
including CSR support for increase financing of social protection (at least 35% of GDP_
through progressive tax systems.
Principle 6: Fair Wages
Hard law:
Propose EU legal framework guaranteeing minimum living wages, benchmarked at
60% of median wage, contextualised with reference budgets. Require statutory
minimum wages where none exist and support collective bargaining.
Support an EU Directive on gender pay gap and require pay transparency.
Soft instruments:
Prioritize quality employment principles/ indicators for adequacy of wages, adopt a
fair wage/decent work priority for CSRs with increased analysis of in-work poverty.
Support increased employment security/status for all workers, collective bargaining,
trade union membership, person-centred active inclusion.
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Principle 20: Access to Essential Services, connected to Principles 19, 16, 18, 11 – SDG
1,3,6,7,10,11.
Hard law:
EU legal obligation to protect universal public services as a public good, avoiding an
increasingly marketized, profit-driven model.
EU obligatory right to housing regardless of residence status, to ensure access to
rights for all.
Soft instruments:
Rebalance European Semester to promote universal right to accessible, affordable,
quality services, rather than treated as a cost.
Energy Poverty: assert right to affordable, clean energy for all, develop obligatory
EU guidelines in the national climate and energy plans based on the 3- pillar
approach (adequat income, energy efficiency and fair prices).
Housing: ensure CSRs treat housing as a social right, address speculation, support
regulation where relevant, use EU funds to support increase of adequate and
affordable housing for low income groups, including social housing.
Health and Care: Create EU framework to guarantee right to universal, affordable,
quality health and social care services for all, covering all essential health and care
services.
Child poverty: As partners to the Investing in Children Alliance joint statement,
implement the Child Guarantee with a Council Recommendation, reinforcing the
Investing in Children Commission Recommendation (2013).

Principle 1: Education, Training and Life-long learning - SDG 4.
Soft instruments:
Implement right to universal, quality and affordable education, VET and LLL
throughout the life course through the Semester. Support investments in inclusive
education systems, informal and non-formal education, particuarly for NEETs and
adult learners, accessibility, awareness raising and anti-discrimination measures.
See full EAPN Input Position Paper here
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